33rd SHORT FILM MARKET REGULATIONS
The Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Market is organized by the association Sauve qui peut le court métrage (hereafter “SQP”)
alongside the Festival in the aim of facilitating economic activity and encouraging professional interaction in the short film
sector. The Short Film Market is a unique venue for meetings, promotion and networking. Its digital video library is a
formidable tool for scouting talents; it is equipped with 39 viewing units where all the films registered for the Short Film Market
are available for direct consultation. Some productions will be highlighted by origin or by theme to facilitate the use of the video
library and the search for quality programmes.
Registration to the Short Film Market is free and optional, and must be confirmed during online submission to the national or
international competition using the www.shortfilmdepot.com website.
Registering a film to the Short Film Market offers the opportunity to ensure its visibility and promotion in the publications,
reference and viewing tools that are made accessible to a number of key members of the industry and short film professionals.
Registration to the Market includes the following services:
· the film is included to the Short Film Market video library and its online extension via a secure server for a period of nine
months (restricted to industry delegates referenced by the Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Market);
· each film’s credited contact person and sales agent can access the track record and contact details of the professionals
who saw their film, either using their codes from their Pro services account on the Clermont- Ferrand Short Film Festival
website, or upon request for codes to a limited Pro service access restricted to their film’s viewing track record.
· one free accreditation is granted to one person representing the film.
1. Entry requirements
Only films entered at the 2018 Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Festival national or international competitions can be registered
for the 33rd Short Film Market.
All the films submitted for selection will be listed in the various existing versions of the 33rd Short Film Market catalogue,
regardless of the fact that a film has been officially selected or not.
Films will be visible at the Short Film Market video library provided that the “Market registration” box is ticked during online
submission.
2. New version of the video file for the Short Film Market video library
The preview version uploaded during submission to the Festival can be replaced by a new version (final version, Englishsubtitled version, etc.) for the Short Film Market video library. Only new versions uploaded on www.shortfilmdepot.com before
January 10, 2018 will be taken into consideration. If a new version is uploaded for this purpose, participants must necessarily
inform the organization by email at videolibrary@clermont-filmfest.com
3. New version of video file for the Short Film Market video library online extension
The video file can be replaced at any time by a new version uploaded on www.shortfilmdepot.com.
4. Archiving
Since its creation SQP has always conducted a mission of preservation of the short film heritage. To this effect, all the video
recordings submitted for the Short Film Market are stored and archived by SQP, who may have to transfer them on new
current or future (digital or other) formats for improved storage purposes. Registering a film to the Short Film Market implies
that SQP is given free permission to implement, as part of its mission of preserving the short film heritage, the free, individual
consultation of the films archived in its Resource Centre for a period of 10 years starting on the date of submission of the film
on www.shortfilmdepot.com and renewable by tacit agreement unless terminated by recorded delivery mail at least two (2)
months before its term.
5. Non-specified cases and disputes
SQP or its representative will settle all non-specified cases within the terms of the present regulations. Short Film Market
registration implies acceptance without reservation of all the terms outlined in the present regulations. In case of litigation, the
French courts will have sole jurisdiction.
Contact :
Short Film Market: Julien Westermann / Tel : 33(0)473147318 / j.westermann@clermont-filmfest.com
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